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Celebrate the 26th anniversary of the Dogfish Head Craft Brewery with this rich,
adventurous history The Dogfish Head Book: 26 Years of Off-Centered
Adventures celebrates a quarter-century in business for the Dogfish Head Craft
Brewery. Over the past 26 years, the Dogfish Head founders have learned
timeless lessons about working and living. This book shares their hard-earned
insights and helps readers navigate life’s adventures. Through its colorful design
and photos, The Dogfish Head Book brings the brewing business to life. Inside,
you’ll find wisdom and entertainment in the form of memorabilia, photos, and the
Dogfish Head Rules of Thumb. Food and beer lovers, entrepreneurs, and
business professionals alike will enjoy this unique book, which also makes a
perfect gift for any Dogfish Head fan or craft beer enthusiast. Since its start in
1995, Dogfish Head has grown exponentially to become one of the most
celebrated craft breweries in the United States. This book lets you tour the history
of the iconic brand without leaving home. Recounts the rich history of the Dogfish
Head Brewery and Distillery Explores the founders’ unique and successful
business philosophy Reveals new details about the future of this fast-growing
brewery Celebrates the 26th anniversary of Dogfish Head Paired nicely with any
Dogfish Head beer, The Dogfish Head Book: 26 Years of Off-Centered
Adventures is a living guide to business and life—the Dogfish way!
Extreme Brewing is a recipe-driven resource for aspiring home brewers who are
interested in recreating these specialty beers at home, but don't have the time to
learn the in-depth science and lore behind home-brewing. As such, all recipes
are malt-syrup based (the simplest brewing method) with variations for partialgrain brewing. While recipes are included for classic beer styles -- ales and
lagers -- Extreme Brewing has a unique emphasis on hybrid styles that use fruit,
vegetables, herbs and spices to create unique flavor combinations. Once their
brew is complete, readers can turn to section three, The Rewards of Your Labor,
to receive guidance on presentation, including corking, bottle selection and
labeling as well as detailed information on food pairings, including recipes for
beer infused dishes and fun ideas for themed dinners that tallow the reader to
share their creations with family and friends.
From Forbes contributor and founder of digital craft beer magazine Hop Culture
comes a whimsical world of craft beer. High on the Brewing Cloud, a fictional
floating city where everyone is involved in some aspect of the beer industry,
stories are brewing. A jaded beer drinker looks for a hidden brewery. A farmer
finds a buried beer bottle that grants good luck. A barley and hop plant talk about
the nature of love. These are just a few of the stories from one of beer's creative
voices. Welcome to the Brewing Cloud!
Another intoxicating mystery featuring brew pub owner Maxine “Max”
O’Hara—from the author of To Brew or Not to Brew. BEER TODAY, GONE
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TOMORROW... Brew pub owner Maxine “Max” O’Hara and her chef/boyfriend,
Jake Lambert, are excited to be participating in the Three Rivers Brews and
Burgers Festival. Max hopes to win the coveted Golden Stein for best craft
beer—but even if she doesn’t, the festival will be great publicity for her Allegheny
Brew House. Or will it? When notoriously nasty food and beverage critic Reginald
Mobley is drafted as a last-minute replacement judge, Max dreads a punishing
review. Her fears are confirmed when Mobley literally spits out her beer, but
things get even worse when the cranky critic drops dead right after trying one of
Jake’s burgers. Now an ambitious new police detective is determined to pin
Mobley’s murder on Max and Jake, who must pore over the clues to protect their
freedom and reputations—and to find the self-appointed judge, jury, and
executioner.
Beer in the United States has always been bound up with race, racism, and the
construction of white institutions and identities. Given the very quick rise of craft
beer, as well as the myopic scholarly focus on economic and historical trends in
the field, there is an urgent need to take stock of the intersectional inequalities
that such realities gloss over. This unique book carves a much-needed critical
and interdisciplinary path to examine and understand the racial dynamics in the
craft beer industry and the popular consumption of beer.
The original India Pale Ale was pure gold in a glass; a semi-mythical beer
specially invented, in the 19th century, to travel halfway around the world,
through storms and tropical sunshine, and arrive in perfect condition for a long,
cold drink on an Indian verandah. But although you can still buy beers with ‘IPA’
on the label they are, to be frank, a pale imitation of the original. For the first time
in 140 years, a keg of Burton IPA has been brewed with the original recipe for a
voyage to India by canal and tall ship, around the Cape of Good Hope; and the
man carrying it is the award-winning Pete Brown, Britain’s best beer write.
Brazilian pirates and Iranian customs officials lie ahead, but will he even make it
that far, have fallen in the canal just a few miles out of Burton? And if Pete does
make it to the other side of the world with ‘Barry’ the barrel, one question
remains: what will the real IPA taste like? Weaving first-class travel writing with
assured comedy, Hops and Glory is both a rollicking, raucous history of the Raj
and a wonderfully entertaining, groundbreaking experiment to recreate the finest
beer ever produced.
She might be wishing for the wrong kind of luck. ***Standalone romance with a
HEA*** Georgie Buchanan doesn’t know the first thing about running a
brewery—she doesn’t even like beer—so she’s out of her element when she and
her siblings inherit their grandfather’s money pit. Her one hope for success lies
with River Reeves, the handsome brewmaster who learned at her grandfather’s
feet...if she can avoid falling for him. River Reeves is having a rough week. Not
only did he lose his friend and mentor, Beau Buchanan, but he’s just been
betrayed by his former best friend and business partner. Still, things seem to
improve when Georgie offers him his dream job—turning around Buchanan
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Brewery. Great right? There’s one problem: his new boss is his dream woman,
and she’s not the type to mix business and pleasure.
Food processing is now the biggest industry in the UK and in many other
countries. It is also rapidly changing from what was essentially a craft industry,
batch processing relatively small amounts of product, to a very highly automated
one with continuously operating high speed production lines. In addition,
consumers have developed a greater expectation for consistently high standard
products and coupled this with demands for such things as a more natural
flavour, lower fat etc. The need for an increased knowledge of the scientific
principles behind food processing has never been greater. Within the industry
itself, increased automation, company diversification and amalgamations etc.
have meant that those working in it have often to change their field of operation.
Whereas twenty years ago, someone starting work in one branch of the food
industry could expect, if he or she so desired, to work there all their working lives,
this is now seldom the case. This means that a basic knowledge of the principles
behind food processing is necessary both for the student at university or college,
and for those already in the industry. It is hoped, therefore, that this book will
appeal to both, and prove to be a useful reference over a wide range of food
processing.
What do you get when you cross a journalist and a banker? A brewery, of course. "A great city
should have great beer. New York finally has, thanks to Brooklyn. Steve Hindy and Tom Potter
provided it. Beer School explains how they did it: their mistakes as well as their triumphs.
Steve writes with a journalist's skepticism-as though he has forgotten that he is reporting on
himself. Tom is even less forgiving-he's a banker, after all. The inside story reads at times like
a cautionary tale, but it is an account of a great and welcome achievement." —Michael Jackson,
The Beer Hunter(r) "An accessible and insightful case study with terrific insight for aspiring
entrepreneurs. And if that's not enough, it is all about beer!" —Professor Murray Low, Executive
Director, Lang Center for Entrepreneurship, Columbia Business School "Great lessons on what
every first-time entrepreneur will experience. Being down the block from the Brooklyn Brewery,
I had firsthand witness to their positive impact on our community. I give Steve and Tom's book
an A++!" —Norm Brodsky, Senior Contributing Editor, Inc. magazine "Beer School is a useful
and entertaining book. In essence, this is the story of starting a beer business from scratch in
New York City. The product is one readers can relate to, and the market is as tough as they
get. What a fun challenge! The book can help not only those entrepreneurs who are starting a
business but also those trying to grow one once it is established. Steve and Tom write with
enthusiasm and insight about building their business. It is clear that they learned a lot along the
way. Readers can learn from these lessons too." —Michael Preston, Adjunct Professor, Lang
Center for Entrepreneurship, Columbia Business School, and coauthor, The Road to Success:
How to Manage Growth "Although we (thankfully!) never had to deal with the Mob, being held
up at gunpoint, or having our beer and equipment ripped off, we definitely identified with the
challenges faced in those early days of cobbling a brewery together. The revealing story Steve
and Tom tell about two partners entering a business out of passion, in an industry they knew
little about, being seriously undercapitalized, with an overly naive business plan, and their
ultimate success, is an inspiring tale." —Ken Grossman, founder, Sierra Nevada Brewing Co.
From trading recipes with the bad boys of American beer to drinking Czech-Mex cerveza in
Tijuana and hanging out in the beer gardens of Africa, Charlie Papazian has seen, and tasted,
it all. Microbrewed Adventures is your shotgun seat to unique, eccentric and pioneering craftPage 3/12
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brews and the fascinating people who create them. Travel with Charlie as he crisscrosses
America and circles the globe in search of the most flavor-packed beers. Along with
discovering the master brews of Bavaria, secret recipes for mead and the traditional beers of
Zimbabwe, you will find lessons on proper beer tasting and read interviews with American
master brewers including those of Dogfish Head, Magic Hat, Rogue Ales, Stone Brewing and
Brooklyn Brewery. Charlie also includes special homebrew recipes inspired by the innovative
brewers who are making some the best beer in the world.
It had been Mother's secret and mine, one passed down through the de Winter women for
generations. I would ensure it was kept that way, until I was ready to pass it on. When Anneke
Sheldrake is forced to find a way to support her family after her father is lost at sea, she turns
to the business by which her mother's family once prospered: brewing ale. Armed with her
Dutch mother's recipes and a belief that anything would be better than the life her vindictive
cousin has offered her, she makes a deal with her father's aristocratic employer: Anneke has
six months to succeed or not only will she lose the house but her family as well. Through her
enterprise and determination, she inadvertently earns herself a deadly enemy. Threatened and
held in contempt by those she once called friends, Anneke nonetheless thrives. But on the tail
of success, tragedy follows and those closest to her pay the greatest price for her daring.
Ashamed, grieving, and bearing a terrible secret, Anneke flees to London, determined to forge
her own destiny. Will she be able to escape her past, and those whose only desire is to see
her fail? A compelling insight into the brewer's craft, the strength of women, and the myriad
forms love can take.
Beer School - An Insider's Guide to Craft Beer, the World's Greatest Drink The wonderful world
of craft beers. Beer has come a long way in the 6,000 years since the first taste. The legends
of the craft beer industry have made sure everyone’s within reach of the perfect pint. But, how
do you get the right brew for you? And, can you learn to make a beer that will add to the lager
legacy? Beers of the world. Welcome to Beer School, brought to you by the heroes of
YouTube sensation the Craft Beer Channel, a guide to everything you need to know about the
wide and wonderful beers of the world. In Beer School, Jonny and Brad explain the intricacies
of the finest artisan craft brews including: ales, lagers, porters, stouts, IPSs, and bitters. How to
make beer. The lads have the inside scoop on everything from hop varieties and barrel aging,
to serving temperatures and glassware. Beer School helps you learn how to make beer and
how to get the most out of every sip. You will learn about: grain, mash, water, hops, boil, yeast,
fermentation, serving, storing, pouring, and tasting. If you have read books such as The
Complete Beer Course by Joshua M. Bernstein or The Beer Bible by Jeff Alworth, you will love
Jonny Garrett's Beer School.
BrewDog's first beer book is a brilliant intro to the world of craft beer. It includes a look at what
makes craft beer great and how it's made, explains how to understand different beer styles,
how to cook with beer and match beers and food, right through to how to brew your own at
home. It's not just about BrewDog's beers either - plenty of other excellent breweries and their
beers from around the world are featured. This book is both a window into the BrewDog world
and a repository of essential craft beer information. Designed in the highly individual style of
the brand, the book also includes quirky features such as spaces to place your drop of beer
once you've ticked a particular beer off your 'to-drink' list and pull-out beer mats.
To most Canadians, the Molson name is part of the very fabric of Canada. Since 1786, when
John Molson founded his first brewery in Montreal, it has become synonymous with beer,
hockey, and philanthropy. Few realize, however, how close the family came in recent years to
losing control of the enterprise. Back to Beer...and Hockey offers intimate details of the life and
work of Eric Molson, who not only saved the company, but positioned it to thrive as a global
brewery into the twenty-first century. With unprecedented access to the Molson family, Helen
Antoniou traces Eric Molson's evolution from a young brewmaster captivated by the chemistry
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of beer-making to chairman of Molson. Quiet by nature, he had to confront big egos, navigate
complex boardroom politics, and even battle a disruptive cousin who tried to push him out of
the way. Antoniou's carefully researched account details how the introverted Eric overcame his
aversion to conflict to take the company from a failing conglomerate back to its core business
of beer, eventually turning it into one of the world's leading brewers. Today, he has passed the
torch to his sons, the seventh generation, but his steadfast vision prevails. An absorbing
account of one man's struggle at the helm of an international brewing giant, Back to Beer...and
Hockey shows how Eric Molson's guiding principles influenced the future of Molson – both the
enterprise and the family.
Personal tales of perseverance and beer making from the founder of Sierra Nevada Brewing
Co. Beyond the Pale chronicles Ken Grossman's journey from hobbyist homebrewer to owner
of Sierra Nevada Brewing Co., one of the most successful craft breweries in the United States.
From youthful adventures to pioneering craft brewer, Ken Grossman shares the trials and
tribulations of building a brewery that produces more than 800,000 barrels of beer a year while
maintaining its commitment to using the finest ingredients available. Since Grossman founded
Sierra Nevada in 1980, part of a growing beer revolution in America, critics have proclaimed
his beer to be "among the best brewed anywhere in the world." Beyond the Pale describes
Grossman's unique approach to making and distributing one of America's best-loved brands of
beer, while focusing on people, the planet and the product Explores the "Sierra Nevada way,"
as exemplified by founder Ken Grossman, which includes an emphasis on sustainability,
nonconformity, following one's passion, and doing things the right way Details Grossman's
start, home-brewing five-gallon batches of beer on his own, becoming a proficient home
brewer, and later, building a small brewery in the town of Chico, California Beyond the Pale
shows how with hard work, dedication, and focus, you can be successful following your dream.
Let your imagination run wild with over 100 magical outdoor adventures in this fantastical
activity book. Track dragons, brew witches' potions, build snow unicorns, discover trolls, and
bring tree monsters to life and lots more as you get creative, learn new skills and take a giant
leap into the world of Wild Things!

An inside look at the legendary Trappist monk beer breweries of Europe. Written
by three American beer writers, the book delves into the rich history of the
monasteries and their brewing processes.
Rip up the rule book the BrewDog way! Iconic, controversial, and hugely
colourful, BrewDog has never done business the way other companies do. This
snappy staff manual, written by co-founder James Watt, reveals how it thinks,
works and makes some of the best loved craft beers in the world like Punk IPA
and Tactical Nuclear Penguin. Founded by two men and a dog, its
groundbreaking business model - crowdfunded by 'Equity Punks' - has attracted
admiring glances from many established and aspiring entrepreneurs. Over 10
years on, it is still anarchic, radical and ever successful, with an ever-growing
global presence. This book lays its soul bare, revealing its mission to create a
whole new type of business, spread the passion for great craft beer and 'turn the
global beer scene on its head'. With chapters covering their BrewDog Charter,
Dogmas, Journey and Signature Benefits, the unconventional, unexpected and
innovative world of BrewDog gives advice for holding fast, gripping the wheel and
driving like you [expletive removed] stole it!
Learn to brew extreme beer at home with the experts! Sam Calagione, founder of
Dogfish Head Craft Brewery, and Jason and Todd Alström, of BeerAdvocate,
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offer an authoritative primer on extreme brewing, required reading for any serious
homebrewer. Inside, you'll find: -Recipes for homemade beers that are among
the most exciting and exotic today -Step-by-step instructions and insider tips for
making recipes that expand the definition of great beer -Recipes from
professional breweries across the country, including Allagash, Lost Abbey,
Shmaltz, and Beau's All Natural
A lavishly illustrated hardback book celebrating and examining the contribution to
British brewing made by its family brewers(IFBB - Independent Family Brewers of
Britain). They are the often-overlooked flag bearers for real ale and have
fascinating stories to tell of the early days of commercial brewing. Fullyillustrated, with modern and archive photography of the breweries, their pub
estates, people and beers, this book will examine the past, the present and the
future of these great brewing companies and help to highlight the important part
they continue to play in the nation's brewing story and in their local areas.
Winner of 2014 U.S. Gourmand Drinks Award • Taste 5,000 years of brewing
history as a time-traveling homebrewer rediscovers and re-creates the great
beers of the past. The Brewer’s Tale is a beer-filled journey into the past: the
story of brewers gone by and one brave writer’s quest to bring them—and their
ancient, forgotten beers—back to life, one taste at a time. This is the story of the
world according to beer, a toast to flavors born of necessity and place—in Belgian
monasteries, rundown farmhouses, and the basement nanobrewery next door.
So pull up a barstool and raise a glass to 5,000 years of fermented magic. Fueled
by date-and-honey gruel, sour pediococcus-laced lambics, and all manner of
beers between, William Bostwick’s rollicking quest for the drink’s origins takes
him into the redwood forests of Sonoma County, to bullet-riddled South Boston
brewpubs, and across the Atlantic, from Mesopotamian sands to medieval
monasteries to British brewing factories. Bostwick compares notes with the Mt.
Vernon historian in charge of preserving George Washington’s molasses-based
home brew, and he finds the ancestor of today’s macrobrewed lagers in a
nineteenth-century spy’s hollowed-out walking stick. Wrapped around this
modern reportage are deeply informed tales of history’s archetypal brewers:
Babylonian temple workers, Nordic shamans, patriots, rebels, and monks. The
Brewer’s Tale unfurls from the ancient goddess Ninkasi, ruler of intoxication, to
the cryptic beer hymns of the Rig Veda and down into the clove-scented treasure
holds of India-bound sailing ships. With each discovery comes Bostwick’s own
turn at the brew pot, an exercise that honors the audacity and experimentation of
the craft. A sticky English porter, a pricelessly rare Belgian, and a sacred,
shamanic wormwood-tinged gruit each offer humble communion with the brewers
of yore. From sickly sweet Nordic grogs to industrially fine-tuned fizzy lager,
Bostwick’s journey into brewing history ultimately arrives at the head of the
modern craft beer movement and gazes eagerly if a bit blurry-eyed toward the
future of beer.
For over 25 years, fresh flavourful beer has powered the growth of craft brewing
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in the United States. Along the way thousands who love great beer have started
their own breweries and created thriving businesses. Now the Brewers
Association, the national association for small brewers, tells you how to follow in
the footsteps of these successful entrepreneurs. Written by industry veterans
from every part of the country and every type of brewery, this text delivers the
essential industry insight needed by aspiring brewers. In section one, individual
brewers tell their stories of success -- and the lessons they leaned the hard way!
Section two covers the ingredients and equipment of professional brewing so you
can speak knowledgeably with brewmasters and suppliers. Section three delves
into the marketing techniques used by both brewpubs and packaging craft
breweries to help you to decide which business model to pursue. Finally section
four covers finances including a sample business plan and essential operating
data from current Brewers Association member breweries.
Founder of The Boston Beer Company, brewer of Samuel Adams Boston Lager,
and a key catalyst of the American craft beer revolution, Jim Koch offers his
unique perspective when it comes to business, beer, and turning your passion
into a successful company or career. In 1984, it looked like an unwinnable David
and Goliath struggle: one guy against the mammoth American beer industry.
When others scoffed at Jim Koch’s plan to leave his consulting job and start a
brewery that would challenge American palates, he chose a nineteenth-century
family recipe and launched Samuel Adams. Now one of America’s leading craft
breweries, Samuel Adams has redefined the way Americans think about beer
and helped spur a craft beer revolution. In Quench Your Own Thirst, Koch offers
unprecedented insights into the whirlwind ride from scrappy start-up to thriving
public company. His innovative business model and refreshingly frank stories
offer counterintuitive lessons that you can apply to business and to life. Koch
covers everything from finding your own Yoda to his theory on how a piece of
string can teach you the most important lesson you’ll ever learn about business.
He also has surprising advice on sales, marketing, hiring, and company culture.
Koch’s anecdotes, quirky musings, and bits of wisdom go far beyond brewing. A
fun, engaging guide for building a career or launching a successful business
based on your passions, Quench Your Own Thirst is the key to the ultimate
dream: being successful while doing what you love.
Demystify the world of whisky. Whisky experts Nick Morgan and The Whisky
Exchange open the lid on the whisky industry, revealing what makes one of the
world's simplest spirits just so popular. Everything You Need to Know About
Whisky will answer all of your burning questions; from what makes the perfect
scotch and how to drink it like a pro to an exploration of distilleries around the
world and their fascinating (often scandalous) histories. This indispensable guide
is filled with insider tips on finding your new favourite bottle and brewing up the
very best whisky based cocktails - essential reading for all whisky fans, novices
and experts alike.
“The Italian word for Chutzpah is audacia, but it might as well be Sam Calagione.”
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—Forbes magazine “Let one of the beer industry's most irrepressible brewers lead you
to extremes in your kitchen. Do try this at home—you'll be glad you did.” —Michael
Jackson, The Beer Hunter, author of World Guide to Beer “Should inspire nonbrewing
beer fans to start brewing and homebrewers or commercial brewers to push the
envelope a bit.” —Northwest Brewing News “Extreme Brewing is not just about radical
brewing, it is about appreciating and living great beers.” —Ale Street News “Finish
Extreme Brewing and you will be a better-informed homebrewer than most amateurs
are.” —Mid-Atlantic Brewing News Sam Calagione's authoritative primer Extreme
Brewing, long required reading for any serious homebrewer, is now revised and
expanded. Inside Extreme Brewing, Deluxe Edition, you'll find: —Recipes for homemade
beers that are among the most exciting and exotic today: Double IPA, Punkin' Porter,
Belgian Brown Ale, and more than 30 other unique concoctions —14 additional recipes
that are new to this edition, including the Coffee & Cream Stout and the Smokin' Cherry
Bomb —Step-by-step instructions and insider tips for making recipes that expand the
definition of great beer —Tips on presentation and food pairings, recipes for beer-infused
dishes, and fun ideas for beer-themed dinners that let you share your creations with
family and friends
Traditional craft-brewed beer can transform a meal from everyday to extraordinary. It's
an affordable, accessible luxury. Yet most people are only familiar with the massmarket variety. Have you tasted the real thing? In The Brewmaster's Table, Garrett
Oliver, America's foremost authority on beer and brewmaster of the acclaimed Brooklyn
Brewery, reveals why real beer is the perfect partner to any dining experience. He
explains how beer is made, relays its fascinating history, and, accompanied by Denny
Tillman's exquisite photographs, conducts an insider's tour through the amazing range
of flavors displayed by distinct styles of beer from around the world. Most important, he
shows how real beer, which is far more versatile than wine, intensifies flavors when it's
appropriately paired with foods, creating brilliant matches most people have never
imagined: a brightly citric Belgian wheat beer with a goat cheese salad, a sharply
aromatic pale ale to complement spicy tacos, an earthy German bock beer to match a
porcini risotto, even a fruity framboise to accompany a slice of chocolate truffle cake.
Whether you're a beer aficionado, a passionate cook, or just someone who loves a
great dinner, this book will indeed be a revelation.
"It's easy to dream of owning your own brewery, but where do you begin? This Brewery
Operations Manual is a complete 'to do' list that will guide you through the maze of
events necessary to open your own brewery. This is not a 'how I did it' story, rather the
real nuts and bolts stuff on how you can do it, without spending the family
fortune!"--Cover [p. 4].
Tra-la-laaa! Dav Pilkey -- ahem -- we mean, George and Harold, the authors of SUPER
DIAPER BABY, are back with their second epic novel! Meet Ook and Gluk, the stars of
this sensationally silly graphic novel from the creators of Captain Underpants! It's
500,001 BC, and Ook and Gluk's hometown of Caveland, Ohio, is under attack by an
evil corporation from the future. When Ook, Gluk, and their little dinosaur pal Lily are
pulled through a time portal to 2222, they discover a future world that's even more
devastated than their own. Luckily, they find a friend in Master Wong, a martial arts
instructor who trains them in the ways of kung fu. Now all they have to do is travel back
in time 502,223 years and save the day!
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A “fascinating and well-documented social history” of American beer, from the
immigrants who invented it to the upstart microbrewers who revived it (Chicago
Tribune). Grab a pint and settle in with AmbitiousBrew, the fascinating, first-ever history
of American beer. Included here are the stories of ingenious German immigrant
entrepreneurs like Frederick Pabst and Adolphus Busch, titans of nineteenth-century
industrial brewing who introduced the pleasures of beer gardens to a nation that mostly
drank rum and whiskey; the temperance movement (one activist declared that “the
worst of all our German enemies are Pabst, Schlitz, Blatz, and Miller”); Prohibition; and
the twentieth-century passion for microbrews. Historian Maureen Ogle tells a wonderful
tale of the American dream—and the great American brew. “As much a painstakingly
researched microcosm of American entrepreneurialism as it is a love letter to the
country’s favorite buzz-producing beverage . . . ‘Ambitious Brew’ goes down as brisk
and refreshingly as, well, you know.” —New York Post
Charting the birth and growth of craft beer across the United States, Tom Acitelli offers
an epic, story-driven account of one of the most inspiring and surprising American
grassroots movements. In 1975, there was a single craft brewery in the United States;
today there are more than 2,000. Now this once-fledgling movement has become
ubiquitous nationwide—there's even a honey ale brewed at the White House. This book
not only tells the stories of the major figures and businesses within the movement, but it
also ties in the movement with larger American culinary developments. It also charts
the explosion of the mass-market craft beer culture, including magazines, festivals,
home brewing, and more. This entertaining and informative history brims with charming,
remarkable stories, which together weave a very American business tale of formidable
odds and refreshing success.
Updated business wisdom from the founder of Dogfish Head, the nation's fastest
growing independent craft brewery Starting with nothing more than a home brewing kit,
Sam Calagione turned his entrepreneurial dream into a foamy reality in the form of
Dogfish Head Craft Brewery, one of America's best and fastest growing craft breweries.
In this newly updated Second Edition, Calagione offers a deeper real-world look at
entrepreneurship and what it takes to operate and grow a successful business. In
several new chapters, he discusses Dogfish's most innovative marketing ideas,
including how social media has become an integral part of the business model and how
other small businesses can use it to catch up with bigger competitors. Calagione also
presents a compelling argument for choosing to keep his business small and artisanal,
despite growing demand for his products. Updated to offer a more complete look at
what it takes to keep a small business booming An inspiring story of renegade
entrepreneurialism and the rewards of dreaming big, working hard, and thinking
unconventionally Shows how to use social media to reach new customers and grow a
business For any entrepreneur with a dream, Brewing Up a Business, Second Edition
presents an enlightening, in-depth look at what it takes to succeed on their own terms.
Brewing Up a BusinessAdventures in Beer from the Founder of Dogfish Head Craft
BreweryJohn Wiley & Sons

A NEW YORK TIMES BOOK OF THE YEAR Henrietta Lovell is best known as
'The Rare Tea Lady'. She is on a mission to revolutionise the way we drink tea by
replacing industrially produced teabags with the highest quality tea leaves. Her
quest has seen her travel to the Shire Highlands of Malawi, across the foothills of
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the Himalayas, and to hidden gardens in the Wuyi-Shan to source the world's
most extraordinary teas. Infused invites us to discover these remarkable places,
introducing us to the individual growers and household name chefs Lovell has
met along the way - and reveals the true pleasures of tea. The result is a
delicious infusion of travel writing, memoir, recipes, and glorious photography, all
written with Lovell's unique charm and wit.
Find out what happens when companies stop competing and start collaborating.
Off-Centered Leadership considers an innovative approach to business by
exploring what happens when companies stop competing and start collaborating
— both externally in the marketplace and internally in building a culture of
communication, trust and alignment. Brimming with lessons on entrepreneurship
and culture from the founder of Dogfish Head Craft Brewery, one of the fastest
growing independent brewery in the country,members of his leadership team and
external mentors from the worlds of business and art, this game-changing text
turns competition on its head by showcasing how competing organizations can
work together—and with other local businesses—to reach a common goal. The text
dives into how Dogfish Head has blazed a new trail through the development of a
revolutionary business model that has called upon musicians, community
organizations, and even other breweries to keep product development fresh and
create engaging customer experiences. This book documents and addresses the
growing pains a company experiences as it evolves from the awkward early start
up years into a mid-sized sustainable company with hundreds of co-workers.
Calagione is candid in sharing his personal leadership challenges and success
and calls on other seasoned vets inside and outside the company who inform
and influence the journey of growth and creative expression Dogfish Head is on.
This book is rich with practical information entrepreneurs and business people
can apply to their own professional journeys. Competition has long been the
name of the game in the business world, but what if there was a different way to
approach business? The collaboration over competition approach to business
has been proven to foster positivity, productivity, and, ultimately, success. By
partnering with your competition instead of trying to outsell them, you could
actually create a memorable customer experience that will have people coming
back for more! Internally as well the dogfish approach has evolved and is not
traditional org chart driven top down leadership. Calagione shared the challenges
of evolving from a founder-driven entrepreneurial company where he was the
sole creative and strategic director into a more collaborative collective where he
is now one of many creative and strategic voices in the company. Discover the
methods and approaches dogfish head has used to grow a rich diverse
leadership team and evolve from a company basing decisions on the gut and
whims of a founder to one with a more robust wholistic strategic approach in a
way that allows them to stay creative and maintain their irreverent off-centered
culture. Discover how ditching your competitive nature and embracing
collaboration can allow you to better serve your customers Explore innovative
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solutions to the challenges that today's businesses face Consider how your
company can grow through the collaboration over competition business model
Leverage the experiences of other companies to truly understand how
collaboration can contribute to your businesss success Off-Centered Leadership
is a groundbreaking book that explores the power of collaboration within the
business world.
Packed with recipes, expert advice, step-by-step photos, and more, this official
guide from Brew Your Own is a necessity for anyone who's into homebrew. For
more than two decades, America's homebrewers have turned to Brew Your Own
magazine for the best information on making incredible beer at home. From welltested recipes to expert advice, Brew Your Own sets the standard for quality.
Now, for the first time, the magazine's best homebrew guides, recipes,
troubleshooting, and tips are brought together in one book. The Brew Your Own
Big Book of Homebrewing is the ultimate all-in-one homebrew book. It's a firsttime homebrewer's best friend, explaining the entire brewing process from start to
finish with step-by-step photography. Yet it has plenty for the experienced
homebrewer as well, including: - Fully-illustrated guides for making the jump to allgrain brewing and for setting up your first kegging system - More than 50 soughtafter recipes to craft your favorite breweries' beers - A deep dive on brewing
ingredients - The most useful troubleshooting features and tips from the pros
from two decades of the magazine Whether you're looking to get into brewing, up
your game, or find inspiration for your next brew day, this book has what you
need.
"In lively and witty fashion, celebrated British beer writer Pete Brown presents a
complete natural history of beer and shares the incredible story behind each of its
four ingredients- malted barley, hops, yeast, and water. Miracle Brew explores
the origins of fermentation, the lost age of hallucinogenic gruit beers, and the
evolution of modern hop varieties that now challenge wine grapes in the extent to
which they are discussed and revered."--Book cover.
Goose Island opened as a family-owned Chicago brewpub in the late 1980s, and
it soon became one of the most inventive breweries in the world. In the golden
age of light, bland and cheap beers, John Hall and his son Greg brought
European flavors to America. With distribution in two dozen states, two brewpubs
and status as one of the 20 biggest breweries in the United States, Goose Island
became an American success story and was a champion of craft beer. Then, on
March 28, 2011, the Halls sold the brewery to Anheuser-Busch InBev, maker of
Budweiser, the least craft-like beer imaginable. The sale forced the industry to
reckon with craft beer's mainstream appeal and a popularity few envisioned. Josh
Noel broke the news of the sale in the Chicago Tribune, and he covered the
resulting backlash from Chicagoans and beer fanatics across the country as the
discussion escalated into an intellectual craft beer war. Anheuser-Busch has
since bought nine other craft breweries, and from among the outcry rises a
question that Noel addresses through personal anecdotes from industry leaders:
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how should a brewery grow?
A Beer Tasting Journal to keep track all of different 100 beers you have tried.
Details Table of contents records name/kind of beer, date, region/country. Beer
tasting log sheet :- Name, brewery, location, style, ABV, IBU, Served, date &
place tasted, appearance, aroma, flavour, mountfeel,miscellany, notes, overall,
rating. 4 Blank notes. Size 6 x 9 Inches. Ideal gift for craft beer lover, beer home
brewing tasting, etc. Buy this beer tasting journal to keep up your adventures in
tasting.
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